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1. Introduction

Optimal financing and investment decisions are central for the competitiveness of companies in dif-

ferent industries and markets. While the literature in corporate finance has extensively studied capital

structure choice in a static or stationary environment under the assumption of a tax advantage of debt

and bankruptcy costs, there is still limited knowledge about the dynamic interactions of production,

investment and financing decisions of companies operating in di!erent industries.

This paper tries to fill this gap by combining dynamic capital structure, production, and investment

decisions of firms facing a downward sloping demand curve and income shocks. Our aim is to study the

link between firm fundamentals such as demand and technology conditions, and investment and financing

choices and hence explain the empirically observed diversity in capital structure across industries based

on firm and industry characteristics. Our approach is among the first to derive testable hypotheses that

relate market and technology conditions to the choice of capital structure and investments. Moreover,

we also derive betas of firm assets, equity, and debt based on our model and relate them to observed

stylized facts.

Our setup is grounded in a standard neoclassical firm model in which short and long-run decisions are

analyzed. In the short-run the profit maximizing output level for given demand and technology (cost)

conditions is chosen. We assume that the firm operates in one of three alternative product markets,

monopoly, oligopoly and perfect competition. The optimal short-run production decision results in an

optimal profit function that critically depends on the firm’s and industry fundamentals. In addition

to the short-run production decision, the firm also chooses an optimal capital structure to finance its

operation. While the firm cannot influence the demand conditions (price and income elasticity) it can

change cost levels by investing in a new technology. Hence, in the long-run the firm changes its optimal

cost level and chooses how to finance this investment. Our model makes use of the classical trade-o!

theory by allowing for a tax advantage of debt and bankruptcy costs. Bankruptcy costs in our setup

comprise three components: if still alive the firm looses its growth option; secondly the firm incurs direct

bankruptcy costs measured as a fixed fraction of the asset value at default, and finally the firm is subject

to indirect bankruptcy costs measured as a loss in its competitiveness resulting from higher unit cost of

production.

The distinguishing feature of our model relative to existing ones is that we simultaneously look at short

and long-run firm decisions. In the short-run the firm chooses ist optimal output level given the industry

structure and the production technology. Optimal short-run output levels determine the cash flow process

the firm faces when making its long-run investment and financing decisions. In the first generation of

structural models like the ones of Leland (1994, 1998) the driving force behind capital structure decisions

is an exogenous asset value process that is assumed to be the outcome of management decisions. The

next generation of structural models such as Goldstein, Ju, and Leland (2001) uses a firm’s exogenous

cash flow (EBIT) process and derives asset values and optimal financing decisions based on these inputs.

In this paper we add a third route to arrive at a structural model. We examine the firm’s short-run

production decision by specifying exogenous household demand (product market conditions), an industry

structure, and a technological constraint and derive the optimal cash flow process (the firm’s per period

profits) endogenously from product market decisions. We find that the reduced form profit process is

structurally identical independent of di!erent product market structures. In particular we show that the

reduced form profit process depends on the price and income elasticities of demand together with the

production cost. It turns out that alternative industry structures in the product market can be associated

with di!erent values of the price elasticity of demand. This allows us to relate optimal financing decisions
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with di!erent industry structures such as monopoly, oligopoly and perfect competition. Hence, our paper

is among the first to emphasize the linkage between short and long-run firm decision, i.e., production,

sales, investment, and financing decisions. Because of this linkage we are able to come up with novel

predictions that relate industry and firm characteristics to capital structure choice.

The attractive feature of our model results from the property that firms engaged in product market

competition under alternative industry structures are characterized by structurally equivalent profit or

cash flow processes that when exploring long-run decisions result in a standard structural investment and

financing model. Hence, we can exploit existing results form the vast literature on structural models to

explore the relationship between the level of competition, technological progress and consumer behavior

to investment and financing choices. When it comes to financing decisions we are mainly interested in

the role of debt for financing a growth opportunity, the consequences of alternative covenant structures

on the timing of the investment, and the level of di!erent types of debts as well as the di!erence in

leverage between a value (mature) and a growth firm. We identify a value (mature) firm as one that

does not have any growth options left. Our model allows for clear predictions related to these set of

questions. From the seminal paper by Myers (1977) we know that in case of growth options debt distorts

investment incentives. This is a serious issue as inappropriate covenant structures (absolute priority)

destroys value. Hence, we address the question how to solve this ine"ciency in an environment with

and without absolute priority structures. For that reason we introduce what we call idealized covenants

and show that applying these alternative covenant results in first best firm growth and financing. We

show that the idealized covenant structure is di!erent to the optimal covenant derived and analyzed by

Hackbarth and Mauer (2012).

As a consequence of our approach we work with a dynamic trade-o! model that is rooted in the class

of structural approaches. Although we only allow for a single growth option our approach corresponds

to dynamic capital structure theory (see the seminal paper by Fischer, Heinkel, and Zechner (1989a)

Fischer, Heinkel, and Zechner (1989b)) as we allow for a sequence of bankruptcies that go together with

adjustments of the debt level and hence relates to dynamic decision making. A criticism of early static

trade-o! models (Kraus and Litzenberger (1973), Kane, Marcus, and McDonald (1984), Brennan and

Schwartz (1984), and Leland (1994, 1998)) is that they predict higher leverage ratios than what we

observe empirically and that observed leverage ratios vary more between firms than can be explained

by trade-o! theories. A useful discussion of this is given in Frank and Goyal (2008). Motivated by this

criticism there is a growing literature studying generalizations of the standard dynamic trade-o! models

in order to obtain more realistic optimal leverage ratios and to explain some of the factors important

for capital structure decisions that has not been discussed by standard trade-o! models. One way of

reducing the predicted leverage ratios is to introduce callability of the firm’s debt as in Goldstein et al.

(2001). An alternative approach is the one taken by Berk, Stanton, and Zechner (2010) in which fixed

labor contracts do increase the implicit level of debt so that actual leverage ratios decrease.

A factor which clearly is important for the firm’s capital structure decision is to which extent the firm

has growth options. The interaction between growth options and the firm’s (dynamic) optimization of

its capital structure in a traditional trade-o! model is studied in Mauer and Triantis (1994), Hennessy

and Whited (2005), Tserlukevich (2008), Titman and Tsyplakov (2007), Sundaresan and Wang (2007),

and Hackbarth and Mauer (2012), among others. As pointed out above the existence of an investment

opportunity to benefit from technological progress (i.e., a growth option) is also an important aspect

of our model. Sundaresan and Wang (2007) and Hackbarth and Mauer (2012), which are the papers

closest related to ours, formulate continuous-time trade-o! models with investment options and debt

with infinite maturity. Sundaresan and Wang (2007) model investment, financing and default decisions
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of a firm. They find that extant debt may distort investment decisions, and that firms therefore choose

lower leverage ratios initially. Moreover, they discuss seniority structures of debt and find that it has

significant e!ects on default, capital structure, and leverage decisions. Hackbarth and Mauer (2012)

too find that leverage is negatively related to growth options, even without debt overhang. The focus in

Hackbarth and Mauer (2012) is on the role of debt priority structure in resolving stockholder-bondholder

conflicts over investment strategies. They derive an optimal priority structure that allocates priority to

initial debt to mitigate investment distortions and yet maintains enough priority for subsequent debt

issues to maximize future debt capacity. These papers di!er from ours in two important respects: We

take into account product market and production cost characteristics when deriving optimal leverage

decisions and we work with debt contracts with new covenants, idealized covenants, that fully overcome

the debt overhang issue, cf. Myers (1977).

Using a dynamic structural trade-o! model we are able to make four contributions to the existing

literature in this paper. Introducing short and long-run decision making of the firm allows us to provide

a micro foundation to structural models of debt. This micro foundation can also be used to identify

a link between industry and firm characteristics and the leverage policy of a firm. This is particularly

important as many of the firm and industry characteristics that we apply are either directly observable

or can at least be estimated. This opens up the opportunity to derive new testable predictions about

capital structure determinants. In the section where we discuss and interpret our results we are able to

provide theoretical foundations to a set of empirical regularities that demonstrate a link between industry

characteristics and leverage (see Frank and Goyal (2008)).

Since in the presences of investment opportunities debt financing creates a conflict of interest between

equity and bond holders we examine bond covenants that do not destroy managements’ incentives to

follow a first best investment strategy. We introduce what we call idealized bond covenants that neither

change the incentive to transfer value form existing equity holders to bond holders nor from bond holders

to equity holders and hence does not interfere with investment decisions. This is a novel feature of

dynamic models that has not been discussed in the literature before. Finally as our fourth contribution,

we add to the existing capital structure theory by deriving cost of capital associated with optimal

investment and financing decisions. This branch of the literature has gained momentum over the last

years as authors have derived risk dynamics (dynamic betas) for equity and equity and debt financed

firms. Bernardo, Chowdry, and Goyal (2006) decompose a firm’s beta of an all equity financed firm

into its beta of assets in place and its beta of growth opportunities. Their empirical results show that

the di!erence between the beta of growth opportunities and the beta of assets in place is positive and

statistically significant in most industries. Berk, Green, and Naik (2004) and Carlson, Fisher, and

Giammarino (2004, 2006) find that systematic risk of growth opportunities for an all equity financed

firm is higher than that of otherwise similar assets already in place. The paper by Gomes and Schmid

(2010) is one of the first that derives dynamic betas for a debt and equity financed firm. By doing so

Gomes and Schmid (2010) are able to identify a link between stock returns and default risk.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model and describe in detail the short

and long-run decisions that have to be taken by management. In this section we demonstrate that

product market competition conducted in alternative industry structure results in a unique structural

model to be employed when analyzing investment and financing decisions. Section 3 solves the model for

two alternative firms, a mature and a growing firm. In case of the mature firm there is no growth option

and the only decision that needs to be taken by equity holders is when to default on existing debt. In

case of the growing firm we apply backward induction and derive the optimal bankruptcy decision after

the investment is done first, and then simultaneously solve for the optimal bankruptcy and investment
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trigger and the corresponding equity and debt values. In this section we introduce two types of debt

and demonstrate the importance of covenant and priority structures for optimal investment timing. It

is here where we introduce the idealized debt covenant that get rid of ine"cient investments. Section 4

present a comprehensive numerical analysis for a variety of financing structures and provides intuitive

interpretations of the quantitative results. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2. Industry Structure and Output Decisions

We consider a firm in an industry in which quantity demanded is related to the product price by

means of a standard log-linear inverse industry demand function frequently estimated in the empirical

consumer demand analysis literature (see Deaton and Muellbauer (1980)),

(1) lnPt = A+ ! lnXt ! " lnQt.

Qt is the quantity demanded, Pt is the price, and Xt is the income at time t. 1
!
is the constant price

elasticity, i.e. the percentage increase (decrease) in demand of the product resulting from a one percent

decrease (increase) in the price (keeping the income level fixed), and "
!
is the constant income elasticity

(of demand), i.e. the percentage increase (decrease) in demand of the product resulting from a one percent

increase (decrease) in income (keeping the price fixed). Finally, A is a positive constant. We concentrate

on industries in which demand is price and income elastic, i.e., we work under the parameter restriction

0 " " < 1 and ! > 0. We can rewrite (1) as a general constant elasticity inverse demand function

(2) P (Qt) = aX"
t Q

!!
t ,

with a defined as eA. Income,Xt, of consumers demanding the firm’s products is stochastic and exogenous

to the firm. We assume it is governed by a geometric Brownian motion (GBM)

dXt = Xtµdt+Xt#dWt,

with a constant drift, µ and a constant volatility, #. Here W denotes a standard Brownian motion.

Using the inverse demand function (2), we are able to distinguish three distinct market structures. (i)

A monopoly market where the firm is the only supplier, whom exploits its price impact by taking the

demand function (2) into account in its profit maximization.1 Industry output, Qt, is equal to firm

output. (ii) An oligopoly market where (a few) firms strategically interact and choose their actions

taking their rivals responses and the demand function (2) into account. Industry output, Qt, is the

sum of output of the individual firms in the industry,
!N

i=1 Qit, where N is the number of firms. (iii)

A competitive market where each firm acts as a price taker. Industry output, Qt, is again the sum

of output of the individual firms in the industry,
!N

i=1 Qit, where N is the number of firms. While

aggregate industry demand in a competitive market is characterized by a downward sloping demand

curve as in (2) with a finite price elasticity; seen from the individual firm’s perspective, the output price

is exogenous and not under the control of the firm and varies with the stochastic income, X . Hence,

from the individual firms’ perspective, the demand for its product seems infinitely elastic and hence,

corresponds to the case of " = 0.

Independent of the market structure we assume that a representative firm operates with a decreasing

returns to scale production technology resulting in a convex cost function

(3) C(Qt) = KQ#
t ,

1The monopoly market is characterized by absolute entry barriers so that the existing firm remains the single producer in
the long-run.
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with $ > 1 and K > 0. K represents the cost level. The cost function (3) belongs to the family of

log-linear functions that has also frequently been estimated in the empirical cost analysis literature. The

constant $ measures the total cost elasticity, i.e. the percentage change in total cost resulting from a one

percent change in the quantity produced.

To ease the presentation we concentrate on the monopoly market structure, but deal with the other

two market structures whenever necessary. Using the inverse demand function (2) and the cost function

(3) the instantaneous profit function of the firm at time t, is

(4) %(Qt) = P (Qt)Qt ! C(Qt) = aX"
t Q

1!!
t !KQ#

t .

In the short run the firm chooses its profit maximizing output rate, Qt, for each instant, t, for given

market structure and technology. The market structure is summarized by the inverse demand function

(2), the number of firms in the industry, and the interaction with the existing rival firms. The technology

is captured by the cost function (3). In the long-run the firm chooses its technology by appropriate

investment and financing decisions. Investment in a new technology is characterized in this paper by

a decrease in the cost per unit of output, K. In particular, we assume that the firm has an option to

pay a lump-sum irreversible investment cost, I, in order reduce the cost parameter from K to fK where

0 < f < 1. f measures the relative cost advantage of the new technology over the old one.2 In this paper

we refer to K both as the cost level of the firm and as a parameter determining the firm’s production

technology.

The aim of this section is to derive the optimal output decision of the representative firm under one

of the following alternative (product) market structures: monopoly, oligopoly, and competitive markets.

We also derive the reduced form profit functions that results from short-run output decisions. The

reduced form profit functions are the input for the long-run investment and financing decisions. We

will highlight in this section that the reduced form profit functions associated with alternative (product)

market structures3 and production technologies all boils down to a standard structural model with

stochastic cash flow stream modeled as a GBM. But the drift and volatility of this cash flow process will

depend on the product market structure and the production technology of the firm and will hence be

endogenously determined by fundamental and empirically well-studied parameters.

2.1. Monopoly. In a monopoly market the firm is the only producer and industry demand corresponds

to firm demand. Optimal output for a monopolist is found by maximizing the short-run profit function

(4) as a function of Qt for a given level of income, Xt, and technology, K. Since the per period profit

function (4) is strictly concave in Qt, the first order condition fully characterizes the optimal output.

That is,

(5) a(1! ")X"
t Q

!!
t ! $KQ#!1

t = 0 # QM
t =

"

a(1! ")X"
t

$K

#
1

!+"!1

.

Here the superscript M denotes monopoly. Optimal output increases as stochastic income, X , increases,

but decreases as the costs, K, increases. Substituting the optimal output rate (5) back into the profit

function (4) results in the reduced form (optimal) profit function that is the basis for the long-run

investment and financing decisions of the firm. It can be written compactly on Cobb-Douglas form in

2The current production technology is characterized by both the cost level K and the cost elasticity, !. Hence, an investment
in new technology could also influence the cost elasticity, !, as well. While this is an interesting alternative perspective we
do not pursue it further in this paper.
3We use the term product market to emphasize that we are dealing with the market structure of the product market the
firm is operating in. The firm is also interacting with the financial market where it raises capital for its investment. We
assume everywhere that the financial market is competitive and that neither suppliers nor demanders of capital have any
market power on this market.
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income and cost level as

(6) #M (Xt;K) = &MX$M
t K%M ,

with

'M =
!$

$+ " ! 1
,(7)

(M =
" ! 1

$+ " ! 1
,(8)

&M = a

"

(1! ")a

$

#
1!"

!+"!1
"

1!
1! "

$

#

.(9)

Here the subscript M denotes monopoly. Reduced form profit increases as stochastic income increases,

and decreases as the costs increases. The reduced form profit function (6) results in a stochastic GBM

cash flow process that governs the investment and financing decisions within a standard structural model

such as, e.g., Goldstein et al. (2001).

2.2. Oligopoly. In a oligopoly market with N firms producing a homogenous product, the inverse

demand relation, cf. (2), is given by

Pt = aX"
t

$

N
%

i=1

Qit

&!!

,

so short-run profits become

(10) %(Qjt) = aX"
t

'

(

N
%

j=1

Qjt

)

*

!!

Qit !KQ#
it.

If the oligopolists compete in quantities and output of each firm is characterized by a Cournot equilibrium,

optimal quantities of firm i are fully characterized by its individual first order condition,

!"aX"
t

'

(

N
%

j=1

Qjt

)

*

!!!1

Qit + aX"
t

'

(

N
%

j=1

Qjt

)

*

!!

! $KQ#!1
it = 0.

Assuming equal production technology, K and $, for all firms, gives the symmetric Cournot equilibrium

quantities

QO
t = N!

"+1
!+"!1

"

a(N ! ")X"
t

$K

#
1

!+"!1

.

Substituting the equilibrium output rates back into the firm’s profit function results in the reduced form

Cobb-Douglas form profit function

(11) #O(Xt;K) = &OX
$O
t K%O ,

with

'O =
!$

$+ " ! 1
,(12)

(O =
" ! 1

$+ " ! 1
,(13)

&O = aN!
!"

!+"!1

"

a(N ! ")

$

#
1!"

!+"!1
"

N
"!1

!+"!1 !
N ! "

N
!

!+"!1 $

#

.(14)

Here sub-/superscripts O denote oligopoly. Reduced form profits (11) increase as stochastic income

increases and it also increases with a decrease in K (i.e., a technological progress). Moreover, the profit
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decrease as the number of firms, N , in the industry increase. While reduced form profits in an oligopoly

market structure are quantitatively di!erent from monopoly profits, the functional form (Cobb-Douglas

form) of the reduced form profit functions are identical.

The oligopoly market used to derive the reduced form profit function (11) corresponds to a market

with a homogenous product and a single market price, i.e. we deal with quantity competition in the spirit

of Cournot. Alternatively we could have introduced a market with di!erentiated products and looked

at either quantity or price competition. Price competition with di!erentiated products would lead to a

Bertrand game. We do not explore this route here.4

2.3. Perfect Competition. In a competitive market, the representative firm is a price taker and hence

faces an exogenous price process given by Pt. The firm chooses its output level for any given exogenous

product price and given production technology. The firm’s profit function becomes

%(qt) = Ptqt !Kq#t ,

where qt is the quantity produced. Optimal output for the firm is characterized by the standard first

order condition (output price, Pt, equals marginal production cost, C"(qt)),

Pt = $Kq#!1
t # qCt =

"

Pt

K$

#
1

!!1

.

Substituting the competitive output level back into the firm’s profit function results in the reduced form

Cobb-Douglas type profit function in the price and the cost levels, Pt, and K.

#C(Pt;K) = P
!

!!1

t K
!1
!!1

+

$
!1
!!1

"

1!
1

$

#,

.

The reduced form profit function is an increasing and strictly convex function in the output price Pt

and decreasing and strictly convex in the cost level K. Given the industry demand function (2) we can

relate the exogenous price movements to the stochastic changes in income Xt. For a given fixed industry

supply Q̃ the competitive product market price varies with Xt, according to

Pt =
a

Q̃
X"

t .

Hence, the reduced form profit function of the firm in a competitive product market can be rewritten as

a function of Xt and K,

(15) #C(Xt;K) = &CX
$C
t K%C ,

with

'C =
!$

$! 1
,(16)

(C = !
1

$! 1
,(17)

&C =

"

a

Q̃

#
!

!!1
"

1

$

#
1

!!1
"

1!
1

$

#

> 0.(18)

Here sub-/superscripts C denote competitive. Again the functional form of the reduced form profit

function for firms in a competitive market is identical to the two preceding product market structures.

4We have done the derivations and the results show similar Cobb-Douglas form reduced form profit functions in Xt and K

both in the case of Bertrand price competition and Cournot quantity competition in an extended model with di!erentiated
products.
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In particular, the reduced form profits (15) is a special case of both (6) and (11) when demand elasticity,

", is zero. That is, for a firm facing an infinitely elastic demand.5

Before continuing with the discussion of the long-run investment and financing decisions we summarize

the modeling of the short-run output decisions in our first result.

Corollary 2.1. Reduced form profit functions resulting from short-run product market competition are

for all three alternative industry structures of the Cobb-Douglas type in income, Xt, and production costs,

K,

(19) #(Xt;K) = &X$
tK

%,

with constants &, ', and ( appropriately varying by firm and industry characteristics such as product

market, cost, and income structure.

If we specify the cash flow process of the firm when analyzing the long-run investment and financing

decisions by the reduced form profit function (19), the corresponding structural model is consistent with

product market behavior in alternative industries. Hence, specifying the parameters in (19) appropriately

allows us to relate long-run decisions to alternative product market industries. This approach therefore

structurally links product markets with financing and investment decisions and is capable of identifying

testable hypothesis about this linkage.

It is important to highlight the parameter restrictions that are used throughout our analysis. We have

strictly convex costs with $ > 1 and elastic demand resulting in 0 " " < 1, hence $+ " ! 1 > 0 holds.

By definition a > 0 and we assume that the income elasticity of demand is positive, i.e. ! > 0, implying

that the firm produces a normal good. These assumptions immediately imply that ' > 0, ( < 0, and

& > 0 for all three product market structures. In case !$ < $+ " ! 1 the reduced form profit function

is concave in Xt while it is convex in Xt otherwise.

Due to the Cobb-Douglas form of the reduced form profit, the cash flow process of the firm,

)t = #(Xt;K) = &X$
tK

%

will follow a GBM,

d)t = )tµ&dt+ )t#&dWt,

with drift and volatility determined by Itô’s lemma:

µ& = 'µ+
1

2
'('! 1)#2(20)

#& = '#.(21)

What matters for the long-run investment and financing decisions is the stochastic behavior of the cash

flow process and the characteristics of the real option to improving the production technology, K. This

is determined by the drift and volatility of the cash flow process, µ& and #&, and the moneyness of the

real option to improve the technology, which we can measure as

(f% ! 1)&X$
tK

%

I(r ! µ&)
.

That is, the present value of the additional cash flows resulting from the investment in the new technology

relative to the cost of making this investment, I.

5Comparing the inverse demand function in the oligopoly market with the exogenously specified price process in the
competitive market indicates that the parameter a in the competitive case should be orders of magnitude smaller than
in the oligopoly (and monopoly) market structure(s) since it must absorb the e!ect on the demand from all the other
producers in the competitive market.
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An important insight from our analysis so far is how to condense all the parameters from the empirical

literature characterizing di!erent industries, product market structures, and production technologies into

three key figures, drift and volatility of the cash flow process, and the moneyness of the real option to

improve the technology, relevant for determining the investment and financing policy of the firms.

3. Industry Structure and Investment and Financing Decisions

We assume that firms are financed by equity and infinite maturity fixed coupon debt. Each firm

picks its optimal capital structure (consisting of equity and one class of infinite maturity fixed coupon

debt) at time zero. While firms maximize short-run profits instantaneously and continuously in time by

choosing optimal output rates, the capital structure of the firm is optimized infrequently. The first time

the capital structure is optimized is when the debt is issued at time zero. At this time (and only at this

time) the capital structure is optimized by maximizing total firm value. Thereafter, equity holders make

bankruptcy, investment, and financing decisions maximizing their value. Equity holders have a limited

liability option to cease coupon payments and leave the firm to the debt holders. Moreover, the firm

has a single investment (or growth) option. It is the equity holders of the firm who hold the right to

exercise this investment option. When the investment option is exercised, new infinite maturity fixed

coupon debt may be issued. Equity holders decide how much of this new class of debt to issue, if any. We

carefully analyze di!erent seniority structures and covenants of the two classes of debt issued, i.e., the

debt issued initially at time zero and the potential debt issued at the time when the investment option

is exercised.

Net cash flow rate at time t (assuming equity holders have not yet exercised any of their options to

invest or to go bankrupt) to the equity holders of the firm is

(22) (1! *e)(&X
$
tK

%
! c)

where c is the fixed coupon rate per period of the debt and *e is the (constant) tax rate to be paid

by equity holders. The tax rate *e is derived from the corporate and the dividend tax rates, cf., e.g.,

Goldstein et al. (2001). In what follows we will refer to this tax as the equity tax rate. The similar cash

flow rate to the debt holders of the firm is

(23) (1! *c)c

where *c is the (constant) tax rate on coupon income, which we will refer to as the coupon tax rate. Net

cash flow rate to an investor, who holds both the equity and the debt at time t is given by

(24) (1! *e)&X
$
tK

% + (*e ! *c)c.

Hence, there is a tax advantage to debt financing when the coupon tax rate is smaller than the equity

tax rate, i.e. *c < *e.

The value functions for debt and equity are solutions to the standard no-arbitrage ordinary di!eren-

tial equation (ODE), cf. reference, with instantaneous cash flow rates specified in (22) and (23). The

boundary conditions, in the form of value matching and smooth pasting conditions, for this ODE will

be specified later based on the timing of bankruptcy and investment decisions and the cash flows to the

claim holders at these times. To be concrete, the value, denoted F (Xt; c,K), of an infinite maturity

generic claim with instantaneous (after tax) cash flow rate CF (Xt; c,K) is a solution to the no-arbitrage

ODE

(25)
1

2
#2X2F ""(X ; c,K) + µXF "(X ; c,K)! rF (X ; c,K) + CF (X ; c,K) = 0.
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Here r > 0 denotes the after tax risk free rate. We allow the cash flow rate, CF (Xt; c,K), to depend on

the current level of income, Xt. In addition, the cash flow (and thereby also the value of the claim) can

depend on the production technology K and the coupon c.

It is well known that the general solution to the no-arbitrage ODE (25) is the sum of the general

solution to the corresponding homogeneous ODE and a particular solution to the ODE (25). If we

specify a generic cash flow function as

CF (X ; c,K) = g(c)X$K% + h(c)

for some deterministic functions of coupon rate, g(c) and h(c), it is easy to check that a particular

solution to the no-arbitrage ODE (25) is

g(c)X$K%

r ! µ&
+

h(c)

r
.

Note that this particular solution is the present value of receiving the cash flow rate CF (X ; c,K) forever.

Hence, we can write the general solution to the no-arbitrage ODE (25) as

(26) F (X ; c,K) = f1(c,K)Xx1 + f2(c,K)Xx2 +
g(c)X$K%

r ! µ&
+

h(c)

r
.

where x1 > 1 and x2 < 0 (since µ < r) are the two solutions to the quadratic equation

1

2
#2x(x ! 1) + µx! r = 0

and where f1(c,K) and f2(c,K) are determined by the boundary conditions.

3.1. The Mature Firm. First we will derive the value of debt (denoted Dm(X ; c,K)) and equity

(denoted Em(X ; c,K)) of a firm with no investment option (called a mature firm). Assume a given

production technology, K, and a fixed coupon rate, c, on the debt contract. The cash flow rates for debt

and equity will then be

CFD(X ; c,K) = (1! *c)c(27a)

CFE(X ; c,K) = (1! *e)(&X
$K% ! c).(27b)

The boundary conditions corresponding to the equity holders’ limited liability option are

Em(B; c,K) = 0(28a)

E"

m(B; c,K) = 0(28b)

Dm(B; c,K) = (1 ! +)
(1 ! *e)&B$(bK)%

r ! µ&
.(28c)

Here B denotes the trigger for when the equity holders cease paying the coupons. The value matching

condition for debt (28c) reflects that debt holders take over the firm as a going concern and become the

new equity holders, i.e, future cash flows will be taxed at the rate *e. It also reflects that the firm has to

stay 100% equity financed from thereon, and finally that there are two types of bankruptcy costs, direct

and indirect. A fraction + of the going concern value of the firm is lost. These we call direct bankruptcy

costs. In addition, we assume that the cost level inside the firm increase from K to bK, where b > 1.

We think of this as indirect bankruptcy costs resembling that debt holders may not be able to run the

firm as e"cient as the original equity holders.6

6We need to point out that for some firms/industries we will typically see the opposite e!ect, i.e., that production costs
are lower after a default. This might be the case, for example, when new owners are able to get rid of costly contracts. We
have not taken this e!ect into account here, but can easily do so by assuming b to be lower than 1.
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Since the mature firm does not have an investment opportunity there is only the trigger for bankruptcy,

B, and the value functions for debt and equity are valid for any X > B. This means that f1(c,K) in

the general value function (26) is zero by the standard fundamental value argument. The value of debt

and equity are now given as

Dm(X ; c,K) = d2(c,K)Xx2 +
(1 ! *c)c

r
(29a)

Em(X ; c,K) = e2(c,K)Xx2 +
(1! *e)&X$K%

r ! µ&
!

(1 ! *e)c

r
.(29b)

d2(c,K), e2(c,K), and the bankruptcy trigger, B, are determined by the three boundary conditions

(28).7 It is easy to check that

B =

"

cx2(r ! µ&)

r(x2 ! ')&K%

#
1
#

(30a)

e2(c,K) =
1

Bx2
(1! *e)

"

c

r
!

&B$K%

r ! µ&

#

(30b)

d2(c,K) =
1

Bx2

"

(1! +)(1 ! *e)&B$(bK)%

r ! µ&
!

(1 ! *c)c

r

#

.(30c)

The three boundary conditions (28) determine the bankruptcy trigger, B, and the values for debt and

equity for any given (reasonable) level of the coupon rate, c, (and production technology, K). In order

to find the optimal coupon rate and the corresponding optimal leverage ratio (or capital structure) of

the firm, we maximize the sum of debt value and equity value at the date when the debt is issued. That

is,

(31) max
c

Dm(X0; c,K) + Em(X0; c,K).

Here X0 is the income level at the date when the debt is issued and the capital structure of the firm is

optimized. Solving the first order condition corresponding to (31), it is easy to check that the optimal

coupon is

c =

&r(x2 ! ')

"

(1!')(1!(e)x2b
$
!((e!(c)(x2!$)!x2(1!(e)
$((e!(c)

#$

x2(r ! µ&)
X$

0K
%

Note that the optimal coupon is proportional to X$
0 and also to K%. Therefore the optimal coupon rate

can be written as c = c̄X$
0K

%, where c̄ will be independent of X0 and K. Moreover if we plug back the

optimal coupon, c, into the bankruptcy trigger, B, we get

B =

"

(1! +)(1! *e)x2b% ! (*e ! *c)(x2 ! ')! x2(1! *e)

'(*e ! *c)

#

X0.

So we can write the bankruptcy trigger as B = B̄X0 with B̄ independent of X0 and K. If we plug

both the optimal coupon and the corresponding bankruptcy trigger into the two coe"cients of the value

functions for debt and equity, d2(c,K) and e2(c,K), we see that these coe"cients are proportional to

X$!x2

0 and to K%. This means that the value of debt and equity at the date when the debt contract was

initiated (at which date the level of the income was X0) are proportional to X$
0 and to K% and therefore

also the total firm value at the date when the debt contract was initiated will be proportional to X$
0 and

7The system of three equations in three unknowns can in this case be decomposed. First the bankruptcy trigger, B, and
the coe"cient of the equity value, e2(c,K), can be determined by the two equations (28a) and (28b). Thereafter d2(c,K)
can be determined by (28c).
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to K%. Hence, we can rewrite the initial (optimal) firm value, from (31), as

(32) AmX$
0K

% = max
c

Dm(X0; c,K) + Em(X0; c,K)

with Am independent of X0 and K. So Am denotes the normalized value of a newly optimally levered

mature firm.

It is reassuring to confirm that the model has these positive homogeneity properties. It is well known

(e.g., from Kane et al. and Fischer et al. and Merton) that the traditional dynamic capital structure

models are positive homogenous of degree one in either firm values or cash flows. In our model, the

cash flow to the firm is positive homogenous of degree ' in income, X , and homogenous of degree ( in

production costs, K, cf. Corollary 2.1, so clearly the values should inherent these homogeneity properties.

As we will show, the extensions to the above model which we are making in what follows in this paper

will still have these homogeneity properties. This will be true, both for the mature firm and also for

the growth firm, which we will introduce below. We will exploit these homogeneity properties in our

extensions to the above model. To illustrate a simple use of the homogeneity properties, we will change

the model so that we allow the debt holders to optimally lever up the firm with new debt when debt

holders take over the firm after bankruptcy. We only need to change the value matching condition for

debt from equation (28c) to

(33) Dm(B; c,K) = (1! +)AmB$(bK)%.

The intuition is quite clear: Initially when the original debt contract was initiated (at which date the

level of the income was X0 and the cost level was K) the total firm value was AmX$
0K

%, cf. equation (32),

now at the bankruptcy trigger level, B(= B̄X0), the going concern value of the (again optimally levered

firm) will be AmB$(bK)%, since now the income level is B and the cost level for the firm has increased to

bK due to the indirect bankruptcy costs. The existing debt holders get the firm net of direct bankruptcy

costs, parameterized by +. Moreover the new coupon rate will be c̄B$(bK)%(= c̄(B̄X0)$(bK)%) and the

induced new bankruptcy trigger will be B̄B(= B̄2X0). In this setting the firm may eventually go though

an unlimited number of bankruptcies and (post bankruptcy) capital structure restructurings. Note that

the optimal firm value, Am, the optimal coupon rate, c̄, and the trigger for default, B̄, are fixed point

solutions and these solutions may be di!erent from the solutions explicitly stated above due to the new

value matching condition for debt, equation (33). First the bankruptcy trigger, B, and the coe"cients

for debt and equity values, d2(c,K) and e2(c,K), are determined by the three boundary conditions (28a),

(28b), and (33). As noted in footnote 7, the bankruptcy trigger, B, and the coe"cient of the equity

value, e2(c,K), will be the same as stated above in equations (30a) and (30b). Using the value matching

condition for debt (33) yields

(34) d2(c,K) =
1

Bx2

"

(1! +)AmB$(bK)% !
(1! *c)c

r

#

.

In order to find Am, we conjecture (and confirm) that c = c̄X$
0K

%, B = B̄X0, d2(c,K) = d̄2X
$!x2

0 K%,

and e2(c,K) = ē2X
$!x2

0 K%, where c̄, B̄, d̄2, and ē2 are independent of X0 and K. Now we can restate

the value matching and smooth pasting conditions (28a), (28b), and (33), and also the initial firm value
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condition, (32), into the following system of four equations in the four unknowns, B̄, Am, d̄2, and ē2:

Em(B̄X0; c̄X
$
0K

%,K) = 0(35a)

E"

m(B̄X0; c̄X
$
0K

%,K) = 0(35b)

Dm(B̄X0; c̄X
$
0K

%,K) = (1 ! +)Am(B̄X0)
$(bK)%(35c)

AmX$
0K

% = Dm(X0; c̄X
$
0K

%,K) + Em(X0; c̄X
$
0K

%,K).(35d)

The solution to the four unknowns are

B̄ =

"

c̄x2(r ! µ&)

r(x2 ! ')&

#
1
#

(36a)

Am =
(B̄x2 ! 1) ((e!(c)c̄

r
+ (B̄x2 ! B̄$) (1!(e))

r!µ%

B̄x2 ! (1! +)B̄$b%
(36b)

ē2 =
1

B̄x2
(1! *e)

"

c̄

r
!

&B̄$

r ! µ&

#

(36c)

d̄2 =
1

B̄x2

"

(1! +)AmB̄$b% !
(1 ! *c)c̄

r

#

.(36d)

In order to find the optimal coupon rate for the firm, c̄, we maximize Am in c̄. It is easy to state the

first order condition for this optimization problem. Due to the structure of this equation the solution for

c̄ has to be found numerically.

In what follows we will use this last solution when we refer to the mature firm—and, therefore

the values, Am and B̄ from equations (36a) and (36b) and the corresponding numerical solution to c̄.

Restricting the new debt holders to 100% equity financing after bankruptcy, as would be the economic

interpretation of using the value matching condition (28c), seems to us as an inconsistency within the

model: why is the original owner allowed to lever up the firm when the new owners after bankruptcy

are not? Moreover, as we have shown with the positive homogeneity property of the model, the model is

(almost) as tractable when we allow the debt holders to optimally lever up the firm with new debt when

debt holders take over the firm after bankruptcy. The only drawback is that the optimal coupon rate, c̄,

has to found numerically.8 Therefore, we prefer to work with the model that allows the debt holders to

optimally lever up the firm with new debt when they take over the firm after bankruptcy.

The mature firm model serves multiple purposes in our analysis. Firstly, the mature firm value is used

in the value matching conditions of finding the value of the firm with an investment option (called the

growth firm). When the owners of the growth firm exercise their investment option they get a mature

firm (although with an improved production technology, fK). If the growth firm goes bankrupt before

exercising its investment option, the debt holders of the growth firm loose the investment option and

therefore take over a mature firm (although with degraded production technology, bK). Secondly, the

mature firm serves as a benchmark in comparison with the growth firm.

3.2. The Growth Firm. Now we can derive the value of debt (denoted Dg(X ; c,K)) and equity (de-

noted Eg(X ; c,K)) of the growth firm. Assume a given cost technology, K, and a fixed coupon rate c on

the existing debt contract. The cash flow rates for debt and equity are given by (27).

Similar to the mature firm, the growth firm has value matching and smooth pasting conditions cor-

responding to the equity holders’ limited liability option. These are identical to the case of the mature

8Model predicts slightly higher leverage—goes against empirically stylized facts. Maybe something about renegotiations of
debt before bankruptcy...
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Figure 1. Structure of investment and financing decisions.

firm. However, the trigger for bankruptcy, denoted Bg, will be di!erent. The conditions are

Eg(Bg; c,K) = 0(37a)

E"

g(Bg; c,K) = 0(37b)

Dg(Bg; c,K) = (1 ! +)AmB$
g(bK)%.(37c)

The value matching condition for debt reflects that the debt holders take over a mature firm (with de-

graded production technology, bK). We assume that the investment option disappears at bankruptcy.

The going concern value of the (optimally levered mature firm) will be AmB$
g(bK)%, where Am is calcu-

lated above for the mature firm, cf. equation (36b).9

In addition, the growth firm has value matching and smooth pasting conditions corresponding to the

real options investment opportunity. That is, there is an investment trigger level, F , at which the equity

holders of the firm find it optimal to materialize the investment. The value matching and smooth pasting

conditions at the investment trigger level, F , depend on covenants in both the existing debt contract of

the debt already issued (with coupon rate c), and also in the covenants of the possible new debt to be

issued at the time of the investment.

The value of debt and equity of the growth firm are also solutions to the no-arbitrage ODE (25) with

cash flows given by (27). However, since the growth firm has both a trigger for bankruptcy, Bg, and for

investment, F , the value functions for debt and equity are only valid for X such that Bg < X < F . The

value of debt and equity of the growth firm are given as

Dg(X ; c,K) = d1(c,K)Xx1 + d2(c,K)Xx2 +
(1! *c)c

r
(38a)

Eg(X ; c,K) = e1(c,K)Xx1 + e2(c,K)Xx2 +
(1! *e)&X$K%

r ! µ&
!

(1! *e)c

r
,(38b)

9From an economic point of view, it is questionable whether the debt holders should take over the firm with or without the
investment option. However, technically, we can only explore the homogeneity properties of the model if we assume that
debt holders take over a firm without the investment opportunity. If we allow.... The unless we are willing to accept an
even more unrealistic assumption that the debt holders take over the investment option at a di!erent (and typically much
lower) exercise price of IB!

g(bK)" .
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where d1(c,K), d2(c,K), e1(c,K), e2(c,K), and the triggers for bankruptcy, Bg, and investment, F , will

be determined by six boundary conditions: the three conditions at the bankruptcy trigger, (37), and

three more conditions at the investment trigger, which we will specify in the following.

3.2.1. The Myers Covenants. Myers (1977) discuss investment behavior of firms who already have debt

in their capital structure and conclude that the existing debt leads to delayed investments, the so-called

debt overhang problem. Even though the Myers model is not stated explicitly as a full blown dynamic

model, it is implicitly assumed in Myers’ analysis that the firm is restricted from issuing any kind of more

debt at the time of the investment (or at any other time after the investment). We interpret Myers model

in our dynamic setting with potential possibilities of new debt issues at the time of the investment, as

the case where the debt issued initially have very strict covenants which preclude any new issues of debt

whatsoever. Hence, with what we call the Myers covenants, the new investment is financed solely by

equity holders who inject new capital into the firm to pay for the investment.10 The boundary conditions

at the investment trigger, F , is in this case

Eg(F ; c,K) = Em(F ; c, fK)! I(39a)

E"

g(F ; c,K) = E"

m(F ; c, fK)(39b)

Dg(F ; c,K) = Dm(F ; c, fK)(39c)

After the investment option is exercised equity holders will receive the improved cash flows corresponding

to the improved production technology, fK, and will still service the existing debt with the coupon

flow, c. That is, equity holders are now in the same situation as equity holders of a mature firm with

cost technology fK and coupon c. Clearly, equity holders (after the investment is carried out) have

the same limited liability option as for the mature firm and will optimally declare bankruptcy at the

corresponding bankruptcy trigger level, B. The bankruptcy trigger, B is calculated using equation (30a)

with production technology fK instead of just K. Since f < 1 it is clear from equation (30a) that the

bankruptcy trigger will be lower, hence, equity holders find it optimal to service the existing debt longer.

Debt holders will continue to receive the coupon flow c after the investment is carried out and, as we

have just argued, will receive this coupon flow for a longer period of time. Overall, debt holders are in

the same situation as debt holders of a mature firm with production technology fK and coupon c. The

smooth pasting condition (39b) reflects that it is the equity holders who exercise the investment option

in order to optimizing equity value.

Note that the bankruptcy trigger is given by equation (30a) with production technology fK instead

of just K. It is not given as B̄F $(fK)%, with B̄ from equation (36a), which it would have been if the

the firm had re-optimized its capital structure at the time of the investment at the trigger level F . But

the strict Myers covenants preclude equity holders from re-optimizing the capital structure of the firm

at the time of the investment.

To illustrate the debt overhang problem with Myers covenants, we compare it with the investment

trigger, F , derived from total firm value maximization. This trigger is calculated by using the alternative

smooth pasting condition (instead of (39b))

D"

g(F ; c,K) + E"

g(F ; c,K) = D"

m(F ; c, fK) + E"

m(F ; c, fK).

10The so-called debt overhang problem arises exactly because equity holders inject new capital into the firm and thereby
improves the value of the existing debt (in our setting, the cash flows of the firm improve with the factor f"

!1 at the time
of the investment and therefore the bankruptcy trigger (in the state variable X decreases), moreover the debt holders take
over a firm with improved cash flows in bankruptcy). Since some of the value creation from the investment goes to the
debt holders, equity holders will delay the investment compared to a case where equity holders would gain all the benefits
from the investment.
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This we will denote first best investment timing. Note that it is only the investment timing that is ’first

best’. Equity holders still maintain their limited liability option both before the investment is carried

out (given by the value matching and smooth pasting conditions (37)) and also after the investment

is carried out (given by the value matching and smooth pasting conditions (28) with the improved

production technology, fK).

The six boundary conditions (37) and (39) determine the two triggers, Bg and F , and the values

for debt and equity for any given (reasonable) level of the coupon rate, c, (and production technology,

K). In order to find the optimal coupon rate and the corresponding optimal leverage ratio (or capital

structure) of the firm, we (similar to for the mature firm, cf. equation (31)) maximize the sum of debt

value and equity value at the date when the (initial) debt is issued. That is,

(40) max
c

Dg(X0; c,K) + Eg(X0; c,K).

Here X0 is the income level at the date when the (senior) debt is issued and the capital structure of the

firm is optimized.

3.2.2. The APR Covenants. In order to relax the strict Myers covenants we allow the firm to issue

subordinated debt (which we will call junior debt) at the time of the investment. The (single class of)

debt issued before the investment, we call senior debt. The covenant structure we analyze here is the

frequently used absolute priority rule (APR). Generally speaking, this means that in case of bankruptcy

after the junior debt is issued, then the senior debt will get all the bankruptcy proceed up to the point

where the senior debt becomes risk free and then junior debt holders get any remaining bankruptcy

proceeds.

Before we can write up the value matching and smooth pasting conditions for the growth firm using

APR covenants, we need to go back to the mature firm and introduce the two classes of debt. We will

introduce senior debt for the mature firm and denote its value as Dms(X ; c,K, cm). Here c denotes the

coupon rate on the senior debt, i.e., the coupon rate of the debt issued before the investment option is

exercised, and cm denotes the total coupon rate to both debt classes, i.e., the total coupon rate equity

holders pay after the the investment option is exercised and the firm has become a mature firm. Clearly,

the total coupon rate most be greater than the senior coupon rate, that is, cm $ c. Note that cm is what

equity holders care about in order to figure out when to exercise their limited liability option after the

investment option is exercised. K still parameterizes the production technology. We just model senior

debt and total debt explicitly and then calculate the value of junior debt as the di!erence between total

debt value and senior debt value,

(41) Dmj(X ; cj ,K, cm) = Dm(X ; cm,K)!Dms(X ; cm ! cj ,K, cm),

where Dmj(X ; cj,K, cm) denotes the value of the junior debt and cj denotes the coupon rate on the

junior debt. The value of total debt, senior debt, and equity are given as

Dm(X ; cm,K) = d2(cm,K)Xx2 +
(1! *c)cm

r
(42a)

Dms(X ; c,K, cm) = d2s(cm,K)Xx2 +
(1! *c)c

r
(42b)

Em(X ; cm,K) = e2(cm,K)Xx2 +
(1! *e)&X$K%

r ! µ&
!

(1! *e)cm
r

.(42c)
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and the value matching and smooth pasting conditions at the bankruptcy trigger, Bm, are

Em(Bm; cm,K) = 0(43a)

E"

m(Bm; cm,K) = 0(43b)

Dm(Bm; cm,K) = (1 ! +)AmB$
m(bK)%(43c)

Dms(Bm; c,K, cm) = min

-

(1! +)AmB$
m(bK)%,

(1 ! *c)c

r

.

.(43d)

Note that the value matching and smooth pasting conditions for the equity value and total debt value

are the same as in the case of just one class of debt for the mature firm, cf. equations (28a), (28b),

and (33), although we denote the bankruptcy trigger Bm, and the total coupon rate, cm. The value

matching condition for the senior debt, though, is new and reflecting that the senior debt holders will

get all bankruptcy proceeds up to the amount (1!(c)c
r

, which is value of risk free senior debt.

At the time of the investment, equity holders decide how much new debt to issue. The objective

function for the equity holders will be to maximize the sum of the equity value and the proceeds from

issuing the junior debt. Hence, the optimal coupon rate of all the outstanding debt (at a given potential

investment trigger, X , a given coupon rate, c, of the already outstanding (to become senior) debt, and

a give new production technology, K, after the investment) will be

(44) c#m(X ; c,K) = argmax
cm

/

Dmj(X ; cm ! c,K, cm) + Em(X ; cm,K)
0

.

Now having defined the value of the two debt classes and the optimal coupon rate of the debt (and

thereby indirectly how much new debt will be issued) after the investment decision is taking, we can

state the boundary conditions at the investment trigger level, F ,

Eg(F ; c,K) = Dmj(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK)! c, fK, c#m(F ; c, fK)) + Em(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK), fK)! I(45a)

E"

g(F ; c,K) =
d

dF

/

Dmj(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK)! c, fK, c#m(F ; c, fK)) + Em(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK), fK)
0

(45b)

Dg(F ; c,K) = Dms(F ; c, fK, c#m(F ; c, fK))(45c)

After the investment the equity holders will decide on the optimal coupon rate of the all the outstanding

debt, c#m(F ; c, fK), taking into account the proceed they are getting from issuing the junior debt and

how it a!ects their own equity value. The existing debt holders of the growth firm become the senior

debt holders after the investment is carried out and will still receive the coupon flow c. But due to the

newly issued junior debt the bankruptcy trigger is changed, so both the length of time they will receive

their coupon flow and also how much they get in case of bankruptcy will change. Finally, the smooth

pasting condition (45b) reflects that it is the equity holders who decide on the exercise of the real option

to invest. Using the value of junior debt from equation (41), we can rewrite the equity holders value

matching condition from (45a) to

Eg(F ; c,K) = Dm(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK), fK) + Em(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK), fK)!Dms(F ; c, fK, c#m(F ; c, fK))! I.

Using the Envelope Theorem we can also rewrite the smooth pasting condition (45b) to

(46)

E"

g(F ; c,K) = D"

m(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK), fK) + E"

m(F ; c#m(F ; c, fK), fK)!D"

ms(F ; c, fK, c#m(F ; c, fK)),

i.e., instead of taking derivatives of all F ’s (including the inner terms from c#m(F ; c, fK)) on the right

hand side of the value matching condition for equity we just need to take partial derivatives with respect
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to the first variable on he right hand side. This is so because the coupon rate we are plugging in is the

optimal coupon rate so the term in front of c#m(F ; c, fK) will be zero.

The corresponding smooth pasting condition for first best investment timing (after again having

applied the Envelope Theorem) is

(47) D"

g(F ; c,K) + E"

g(F ; c,K) = D"

m(F ; c#mfb(F ; c, fK), fK) + E"

m(F ; c#mfb(F ; c, fK), fK).

Here the optimal coupon is determined as

(48) c#mfb(X ; c,K) = argmax
cm

/

Dm(X ; cm,K) + Em(X ; cm,K)
0

.

Rewriting the first best smooth pasting condition (47) as

(49) E"

g(F ; c,K) = D"

m(F ; c#mfb(F ; c, fK), fK) + E"

m(F ; c#mfb(F ; c, fK), fK)!D"

g(F ; c,K)

and comparing it to the equity value maximizing smooth pasting condition (46), we can get to an

understanding of what is causing the investment distortions. There are two di!erences between the

formulaes (46) and (49). Firstly, in the equity value maximizing smooth pasting condition (46) the

optimal coupon is determined by equation (44), whereas in the firm value maximizing first best smooth

pasting condition (49) the optimal coupon is determined by (48). Secondly, in the equity value maxi-

mizing smooth pasting condition (46) it is the derivative on the right hand side of the value matching

condition of the debt value (45c) that is subtracted, whereas in the firm value maximizing first best

smooth pasting condition (49) it is the derivative on the left hand side of the value matching condition

of the debt value (45c) that is subtracted. Hence, a su"cient condition to achieve first best investment

timing would be to make the senior debt value (after the investment) independent of the coupon rate

of the junior debt so that the maximization in (44) and (48) would lead to the same coupon rate, i.e.,

c#m(X ; c, fK) = c#mfb(X ; c, fK) for all potential investment trigger points, X , and also make sure that

D"

g(X ; c,K) = D"

ms(X ; c, fK)

for all potential investment trigger points, X . (Since we required that the senior debt value (after the

investment) is independent of the coupon rate of the junior debt, we just omitted that term in the value

of the senor debt.)

We would argue that this may be one reason why we in reality see such a wide menu of debt covenants,

simply to accommodate these requirements in order to achieve first best investment behavior. In the

next subsection we will construct a debt contract fulfilling these requirements.

3.2.3. The Idealized Covenants. To the WFA reviewers: We apologize that we have not had the time

to finish this section. The main idea is to have a senior debt contract which value is non-sensitive to

the investment timing. The generic value of the initial debt in the growth firm from Equation (38a)

includes two option elements, d1 determined by the value matching condition at the investment point,

F , and d2 determined by the value matching condition for bankruptcy before investment at the trigger,

Bg. In order to create a senior debt contract which value is non-sensitive to the investment timing, we

ignore the value matching condition for debt at the investment trigger, F , and instead specify d1 to be

zero. Hence, we make the senior debt have the same value, as if the investment would never take place.

The way this should be implemented in practice is by writing covenants (which we believe are the ideal

covenants) into the debt contract about how bankruptcy proceeds should be split between this debt and

debt issued at a later date in case of bankruptcy after the new debt has been introduced. Without being

very concrete, this would resemble that the initial debt would be secured debt with collateral in existing

assets and the new debt would be secured with collateral in the assets injected at the investment date.
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To the best of our knowledge, this alternative condition for the senior debt value is new. Moreover, we

find its interpretation as coming from imposing covenants in order to restore first best investment timing

quite interesting and original.

The remaining value matching condition for equity and corresponding smooth pasting condition are

Eg(F ; c,K) = AmF $(fK)% !Dg(F ; c,K)! I(50a)

E"

g(F ; c,K) = 'AmF $!1(fK)% !D"

g(F ; c,K)(50b)

3.3. Cost of Capital. To the WFA reviewers: We apologize that we have not had the time to finish

this section.

In the preceding sections we have dealt with optimal financing and investment strategies and for two

alternative types of firms, mature (value) and growth firms. Value firms in our set up do not have

investment options while growth firms can expand by investing in cost reductions and hence become

more competitive. In this section we now turn to using our results to derive the weighted cost of capital

for both types of firms.

In order to relate research and empirical findings on growth options and betas to our model we derive

betas for assets, debt, and equity. We use a similar approach as Berk et al. (2004); Bernardo et al.

(2006); Carlson et al. (2004, 2006); Gomes and Schmid (2010). Let M denote the market portfolio. The

annualized volatility of the market portfolio is denoted #M , and the correlation coe"cient between M

and the stochastic income process, X , is denoted ,X,M . The beta value of equity is given by

-E(X, X̂) =
.E(X ; X̂,K)/.X

E(X ; X̂,K)/X

#,X,M

#M
.

Evaluation of the above expression leads to

(51) -E(X, X̂) =
e"(X/X̂)

e(X/X̂)

X

X̂

#,X,M

#M
.

Correspondingly, the beta value of debt can be written as

(52) -D(X, X̂) =
d"(X/X̂)

d(X/X̂)

X

X̂

#,X,M

#M
.

In order to tie beta values to the capital cost of the firm we can use the CAPM relation. Let rM

represent the expected return of the market portfolio, and thus rM !rf denote the market risk premium.

The capital cost of the firm’s stake holders are given by rE(X, X̂) = rf + -E(X, X̂)[rM ! rf ] and

rD(X, X̂) = rf + -D(X, X̂)[rM ! rf ].

The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is given by

(53) rA(X, X̂) = rE(X, X̂)
e(X/X̂)

e(X/X̂) + d(X/X̂)
+ rD(X, X̂)

d(X/X̂)

e(X/X̂) + d(X/X̂)
.

Note that the weighted average capital cost is constant each time the firm makes an investment decision,

i.e., when X = X̂ ,

(54) rA = rE
e(1)

A
+ rD

d(1)

A
.

The asset beta value, -A(1, 1) is easily derived from the weighted average capital cost using the CAPM

relation.

Above we have computed betas of a firm with an investment option. The same calculations apply for

the firm without the investment option.
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4. Numerical Illustration

In this section we derive numerical results of investment triggers, optimal leverage ratios, and betas

in value and growth firms. We focus on implications of product market structure. In particular, we find

theoretical predictions of market structure e!ects on leverage, investment distortions and beta values.

Moreover, we discuss the impact of di!erent covenants for product market structure.

Risk-free interest rate r 0.05
Risk-adjusted drift µ 0.005
Volatility # 0.1
Positive coe"cient x1 3.162
Negative coe"cient x2 -3.162
Initial cost K 1
Initial stochastic demand shock X0 1
Reduced cost factor after investment f 0.6
Investment cost I 2
Increase in costs after bankruptcy b 1.1
Bankruptcy cost factor + 0.1
Equity holders’ tax rate *e 0.4
Creditors’ tax rate *c 0.3
Demand elasticity " 0
Income elasticity ! 1
Earnings factor a 1
Production cost elasticity $ 2
Parameters of reduced form profit function, &X$

tK
%:

' 2
( -1
& 0.25

Drift rate of profit function µ& 0.0200
Volatility of profit function #& 0.2

Table 1. Base case parameter values.

4.1. Choice of Parameter Values. The base case parameter values are given in Table 1. We assume

that the price elasticity of demand, 1
! , is infinity, i.e., " = 0 so that the firm faces a horizontal firm demand

curve. This corresponds to an industry in which the firm is a price taker, which means that changes in

its production do not influence price. Furthermore, we assume quadratic production costs, with $ = 2,

and an income shock elasticity, !, equal to 1. When the firm optimizes its quantity of production per

period of time, this translates into a reduced form profit function (19) with ' = 2, ( = !1, and & = 0.25.

Together with a volatility of the income process X equal to # = 0.1 and a drift of X given by µ = 0.005,

this leads to a drift of the profit function that is equal to µ& = 0.02, and a volatility of the profit function

equal to #& = 0.2. These values are not far from those used in Miao (2005), who finds that the cash

flow growth rate and volatility of a typical Standard & Poor’s 500 firm are around 2.5 and 25 per cent,

respectively.

The productivity increase resulting from the investment in technological progress decreases the variable

cost factor, K, to 60 per cent of its initial level, with the lump sum investment costs equal to I = 2.

These choices of the base parameters imply that the investment option is relatively valuable to the firm,

depending on the elasticities we assume.

The cost factor measuring the deadweight costs of bankruptcy that are proportional to firm value, +,

is assumed to be 0.1. In a survey on bankruptcy costs and costs of financial distress, Hotchkiss, John,
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Mooradian, and Thorburn (2008) find that direct bankruptcy costs lie in the range of 2 to 4 per cent of

asset values in Chapter 11 cases, and in the range of 6 to 8 per cent for Chapter 7 cases. Hotchkiss et al.

(2008) report that indirect costs seem to have higher magnitude than direct cost and that the combined

”lump sum” e!ect of direct and indirect costs seem to be in the range of 10 to 20 per cent of firm value.

In our numerical illustration we additionally assume that the variable production cost increases by 10

percent (b = 1.1) after default.

The e!ective tax rate to equity holders is assumed to be 40 per cent, whereas the corresponding tax

rate for the debt holders is 30 per cent. This di!erence in tax rates between owners and debt holders is

for many empirical examples smaller than observed di!erences in marginal tax rates. However, in the

model we do not take into account that the values of tax shields are lower in practice, because of lower

values of losses carried forward. Thus, the lower e!ective tax rate di!erence is assumed to reflect this

fact. E!ects of the tax advantage of debt can be estimated by comparing firm values of levered and

un-levered firms. In the base case of Table 3 the increase of a value firm that exploits the tax advantage

is equal to 9 per cent for both the value firm (compare firm values in columns (1) and (5)) and the

growth firm (compare firm values in columns (6) and (11)) when we assume idealized covenants. These

figures are a little higher than the findings in Graham (1999): over the period 1980-1994 the increase in

value is 7-8 per cent.

Demand and income shock elasticities depend on market structure and competition. In Table 2 we

illustrate the impact of di!erent elasticities on the reduced form profit (rfp). First we note that a change

Variable Base case " = 0.25 " = 0.5 ! = 0.9 ! = 1.25 $ = 1.9 $ = 2.1
Linear factor in rfp & 0.25 0.35 0.47 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.27
Elasticity of X in rfp ' 2 1.6 1.33 1.8 2.5 2.11 1.91
Elasticity of K in rfp ( -1 -0.6 -0.33 -1 -1 -1.11 -0.91
Growth rate of rfp µ& 0.02 0.0128 0.0089 0.0162 0.0313 0.0223 0.018
Volatility of drift in rfp #& 0.2 0.16 0.133 0.18 0.25 0.211 0.191

Table 2. Reduced form profit function and optimal production decisions.

in the price elasticity of demand, triggered by a change in ", changes all three parameters of the reduced

form profit function. The price elasticity of demand has two opposing e!ects on short-run profits: a

higher value of ", i.e., a less elastic demand, results in higher per period profits through an increase in

& and hence translates into an increase in firm value. On the other hand, an increase in " lowers the

convexity, ', of X in the reduced form profit function implying a lower firm value. Table 2 also illustrates

that for the competitive case in which the firm is a price taker and " = 0, the drift and volatility of the

cash flow process. The more market power a firm has, i.e., the higher the value of ", the lower are the

drift and the volatility of the firm’s cash flow, through a decrease in '.

We assume decreasing returns to scale in the production function, with $ = 2 in the base case. A

reduction in $ has similar e!ects on the reduced form profit function as an increase in ", and hence

results in lower ' and higher &.

When we look at changes through the production cost parameter, K, " and $ have similar e!ects, as

an increase in " and a reduction in $ lead to higher values of (.

Finally, an increase in the income shock ! increases ', but not the other parameter values in the

reduced form profit function.

The quantities in Table 2 illustrate the price taker case in equation (19). Note that in Table 2 it can

be a little misleading directly to compare the value of & for the competitive case when " = 0 with values
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D E&D
No inv No inv No inv No inv No inv Inv Inv FB inv Inv FB inv (FB) Inv
No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov No refi No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov

Base case (! = 2, " = !1, # = 0.25):
Firm value, A 5.000 5.362 5.460 5.461 5.462 6.586 6.976 6.987 7.189 7.195 7.196
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.659 0.630 0.630 0.630 - 0.617 0.631 0.521 0.535 0.538
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.129 1.941 1.943 1.278 1.315 1.221 1.330 1.276 1.278
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 65.96 61.42 61.38 61.33 - 55.49 57.90 40.58 42.87 42.66
Credit spread, basis points - 84.1 72.0 71.2 72.5 - 71.1 72.6 35.3 36.4 48.1
Lev just before refinancing - - 15.78 18.95 18.66 - 33.00 40.35 22.62 26.35 25.66
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 15.5 21.3 0.0 0.0 21.1
Lev just after refin - - 65.96 65.96 65.96 - 28.60 34.15 65.96 65.96 65.96
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 15.5 21.3 0.0 0.0 21.1
Credit spr of junior debt - - 98.2 101.7 99.7 - - - 120.1 128.4 116.0
Asset beta, $A 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.280 2.283 2.303 2.253 2.257 2.257
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 2.000 4.844 4.448 4.441 4.444 2.280 4.465 4.642 3.579 3.684 3.710
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.532 0.463 0.464 0.459 - 0.53 0.602 0.311 0.356 0.304

Table 3. Results for the base case parameter values.

of & when firms face imperfect competition, i.e. when " > 0. The reason is that we have normalized

the output Q for the competitive case to 1 in the expression of &C in equation (15). In reality total

output will be larger for the competitive case than for imperfect competition, and therefore &C should

be reduced compared to values of &C and &M in Table 2.

Note also that optimal quantities and product market prices change as the stochastic income shock,

X , changes. A positive shock leads to a higher optimal quantity and a higher price, and thus increased

profits and firm values.

4.2. Results. Key results of the model are summarized in Tables 3–7. Table 3 gives an overview of

values in our base case, whereas Tables 4–7 report firm values and decision policies for di!erent values

of the elasticities ", !, $, and a. Columns (1)–(5) in Tables 3–7 report values of a mature firm, i.e., a

firm with no investment option. Columns (6)–(11) give values of a growth firm, which in our framework

is identical to the mature firm with the exception that it has an investment option.

In columns (1) and (6) we find values of an unlevered firm with and without an investment option,

respectively. Columns (2) and (7) report values of firms that are optimally levered initially, but cannot

be refinanced later (except after a default). This case corresponds to what we will denote the Myers case,

discussed in Section 3.2.1, where pure equity financing of an investment project leads to debt overhang.

To measure the degree of investment ine"ciency for the Myers covenant in column (7), we compare

this scenario to the scenario of first-best investment policy given equity financing of the investment,

reported in column (8). By first-best investment policy we mean that firm value, instead of equity

value, is maximized with respect to the investment trigger. Columns (3) and (4) represent values of

a mature firm that has an option to reoptimize its capital structure giving an Absolute Priority Rule

(APR) to senior debt. Column (3) reports values for a second-best refinancing policy, i.e., a policy in

which equityholders’ value is maximized, whereas column (4) gives first-best investment and financing

policy. Analogously, columns (9) and (10) represent second- and first-best investment and refinancing

strategies for a growth firm. Finally, in columns (5) and (11) values of a mature and a growth firm are

found, given our idealized covenant described in Section 3.2.3.

For each scenario given in the columns of Tables 3–7 we report a number of values. ”Firm value” is

the firm value at the initial time, A. ”Bankruptcy trigger” is the trigger at which the owners choose

to let the firm go bankrupt. Refinancing and investment take place at the same time and therefore the

notation F covers both the term ”refinancing trigger” and the term ”investment trigger”. To check to

which degree the investment trigger is influenced by the refinancing option, in Tables 3–7 we include

results of scenarios in which firms have a refinancing option but not an investment option. The tables
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D E&D
No inv No inv No inv No inv No inv Inv Inv FB inv Inv FB inv (FB) Inv
No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov No refi No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov

% = 0.25 (! = 1.6, " = !0.6, # = 0.35):
Firm value, A 5.596 6.064 6.148 6.149 6.150 6.108 6.582 6.584 6.740 6.743 7.196
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.650 0.618 0.617 0.617 - 0.631 0.633 0.574 0.579 0.538
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.031 1.807 1.809 1.550 1.582 1.521 1.582 1.514 1.278
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 71.42 66.96 66.87 66.78 - 67.00 67.31 58.70 59.37 42.66
Credit spread, basis points - 69.2 57.8 56.7 58.3 - 65.1 65.4 45.4 45.7 48.1
Lev just before refinancing - - 24.38 29.30 28.82 - 33.79 36.29 28.45 31.21 25.66
Credit spr just before refin - - 0 0 8.1 - 8.1 9.3 0 0 21.1
Lev just after refin - - 71.42 71.42 71.42 - 29.70 31.63 71.42 71.42 65.96
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 8.1 - 8.1 9.3 0.0 0.0 21.1
Credit spr of junior debt - - 92.4 99.1 95.0 - - - 106.8 112.1 116.0
Asset beta, $A 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.731 1.726 1.729 1.725 1.728 2.257
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 1.600 4.504 4.084 4.070 4.075 1.731 4.355 4.384 3.720 3.763 3.710
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.438 0.374 0.376 0.369 - 0.432 0.439 0.321 0.334 0.304
% = 0.50 (! = 1.33, " = !0.33, # = 0.47):
Firm value, A 6.896 7.533 7.616 7.619 7.619 7.034 7.672 7.672 7.787 7.788 7.788
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.643 0.609 0.608 0.608 - 0.637 0.638 0.609 0.609 0.610
Refinancing trigger, F - - 1.988 1.741 1.744 2.107 2.125 2.094 1.983 1.917 1.917
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 75.34 71.16 71.03 70.92 - 74.18 74.19 70.36 70.45 70.43
Credit spread, basis points - 58.8 48.5 47.2 48.9 - 58.0 58.0 49.3 49.4 50.4
Lev just before refinancing - - 31.57 37.54 36.95 - 29.72 30.35 29.72 31.29 30.96
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 7.8 - 3.3 3.4 0.0 0.0 5.9
Lev just after refin - - 75.34 75.34 75.34 - 27.16 27.69 75.34 75.34 75.34
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 7.8 - 3.3 3.4 0.0 0.0 5.9
Credit spr of junior debt - - 90.9 101.4 94.7 - - - 91.7 94.2 90.1
Asset beta, $A 1.333 1.333 1.333 1.333 1.333 1.369 1.367 1.367 1.376 1.377 1.377
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 1.333 4.272 3.845 3.825 3.831 1.369 4.235 4.236 3.883 3.891 3.899
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.372 0.315 0.317 0.309 - 0.369 0.369 0.320 0.322 0.319

Table 4. Results when we increase " from 0 to 0.25 and 0.50.

show that the increase in firm value from the refinancing option is small compared to the value of the

investment option. The rows ”Initial leverage” and ”Credit spread, basis points” report leverage and

credit premium at the initial time when capital structure is optimized. The credit spread is defined as
c(1!(c)
d(1) ! r. In addition we report leverage and credit spreads ”just before” and ”just after” refinancing

(and investment in the case of a growth firm) in the subsequent rows, and we report credit spreads of

senior and junior debt just after refinancing (and investment). The last three rows report initial beta

values, as defined in equations (51)-(52). Implicitly, we assume that the household demand shock is

perfectly correlated with the market and hence tradeable. In principle this assumption needs to be made

in order to apply the standard replication arguments to derive option values.

In what follows we are going to highlight the main economic insights that we are able to derive from

the simple structural model that we analyzed in Section 3. Our economic discussion centers around

the following themes. First, how is investment timing influenced by the level of debt and the covenant

structure of debt. Here we are able to arrive at novel results that go along with our idealized covenant

structure. Second, which debt characteristics do enforce or weaken the debt overhang problem? Third,

we are interested in the relationship between product market structure and optimal financing decisions.

In particular we will highlight how less (more) competition in the product market causes firms to hold

more (less) debt. Our study is the first to present direct relationships between model parameters that

characterized the product market structure and optimal financing decisions. Finally, we also report on

the implications of investment and financing decisions for the weighted average cost of capital of firms.

This is also a contribution that has not received a lot of interest in the theoretical corporate finance

literature dealing with structural models.

4.3. Leverage and Growth Options. Frank and Goyal (2007) study which factors are “reliably im-

portant” for capital structure decisions. They provide a list of six such factors, among these is the

market-to-book ratio. The market-to-book ratio is often used as a proxy to measure growth options in

a firm. Consistent with empirical evidence in Frank and Goyal (2007), and many other studies, we find
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D E&D
No inv No inv No inv No inv No inv Inv Inv FB inv Inv FB inv (FB) Inv
No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov No refi No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov

& = 0.90 (! = 1.8, " = !1, # = 0.25):
Firm value, A 4.438 4.773 4.847 4.849 4.849 5.635 5.997 6.007 6.179 6.184 6.185
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.644 0.615 0.614 0.614 - 0.613 0.627 0.517 0.531 0.534
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.070 1.869 1.871 1.284 1.323 1.230 1.323 1.271 1.272
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 67.13 62.71 62.65 62.58 - 58.22 60.60 43.72 45.97 45.74
Credit spread, basis points - 74.1 62.8 61.9 63.3 - 64.6 66.0 32.1 33.2 44.1
Lev just before refinancing - - 19.34 23.21 22.84 - 35.70 42.99 25.75 29.58 28.85
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 12.6 17.3 0.0 0.0 19.7
Lev just after refin - - 67.13 67.13 67.13 - 30.11 35.36 67.13 67.13 67.13
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 12.6 17.3 0.0 0.0 19.7
Credit spr of junior debt - - 89.6 93.5 91.1 - - - 109.9 117.4 104.7
Asset beta, $A 1.800 1.800 1.800 1.800 1.800 2.089 2.090 2.111 2.069 2.073 2.073
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 1.800 4.518 4.146 4.137 4.141 2.089 4.322 4.500 3.453 3.558 3.586
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.469 0.405 0.407 0.401 - 0.489 0.557 0.287 0.328 0.279
& = 1.25 (! = 2.5, " = !1, # = 0.25):
Firm value, A 8.000 8.527 8.761 8.762 8.762 11.613 12.177 12.197 12.560 12.570 12.572
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.690 0.664 0.664 0.664 - 0.623 0.640 0.528 0.541 0.544
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.378 2.234 2.234 1.262 1.296 1.176 1.367 1.302 1.304
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 63.51 58.92 58.92 58.89 - 49.07 52.17 33.92 36.08 35.94
Credit spread, basis points - 109.8 96.6 96.3 97.0 - 85.1 87.5 43.2 44.3 56.5
Lev just before refinancing - - 8.28 9.68 9.56 - 27.40 36.97 15.95 19.36 18.79
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 6.5 - 23.4 35.4 0.0 0.0 23.0
Lev just after refin - - 63.51 63.51 63.51 - 25.32 33.43 63.51 63.51 63.51
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 6.5 - 23.4 35.4 0.0 0.0 23.0
Credit spr of junior debt - - 119.1 120.8 120.0 - - - 143.5 153.0 142.6
Asset beta, $A 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.706 2.716 2.742 2.668 2.673 2.673
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 2.500 5.643 5.203 5.201 5.202 2.706 4.738 4.954 3.852 3.950 3.971
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.694 0.616 0.617 0.614 - 0.617 0.713 0.361 0.410 0.358

Table 5. Results for changes in the income shock elasticity !.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D E&D
No inv No inv No inv No inv No inv Inv Inv FB inv Inv FB inv (FB) Inv
No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov No refi No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov

' = 1.9 (! = 2.11, " = !1.11, # = 0.23):
Firm value, A 5.026 5.375 5.482 5.483 5.483 7.075 7.464 7.481 7.695 7.702 7.703
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.661 0.634 0.633 0.634 - 0.614 0.635 0.508 0.525 0.528
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.168 1.990 1.992 1.237 1.275 1.165 1.290 1.240 1.242
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 64.53 60.04 60.01 59.97 - 52.62 56.37 36.23 38.94 38.71
Credit spread, basis points - 88.1 75.9 75.3 76.5 - 72.2 74.1 32.6 33.9 47.5
Lev just before refinancing - - 13.77 16.47 16.22 - 32.41 42.38 20.85 24.75 24.07
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 7.6 - 17.8 26.9 0.0 0.0 22.9
Lev just after refin - - 64.53 64.53 64.53 - 28.20 35.78 64.53 64.53 64.53
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 7.6 - 17.8 26.9 0.0 0.0 22.9
Credit spr of junior debt - - 100.3 103.0 101.5 - - - 123.0 132.0 119.3
Asset beta, $A 2.111 2.111 2.111 2.111 2.111 2.416 2.423 2.456 2.384 2.389 2.389
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 2.111 4.937 4.551 4.546 4.548 2.416 4.491 4.756 3.564 3.682 3.707
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.557 0.488 0.489 0.484 - 0.560 0.675 0.309 0.362 0.301
' = 2.1 (! = 1.91, " = !0.91, # = 0.27):
Firm value, A 5.038 5.415 5.508 5.509 5.510 6.310 6.707 6.715 6.907 6.913 6.914
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.657 0.628 0.627 0.627 - 0.620 0.630 0.532 0.544 0.547
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.102 1.906 1.907 1.318 1.355 1.270 1.370 1.313 1.314
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 67.16 62.60 62.55 62.49 - 57.98 59.66 44.43 46.34 46.16
Credit spread, basis points - 80.8 68.7 67.9 69.3 - 70.0 71.3 37.6 38.6 48.6
Lev just before refinancing - - 17.54 21.11 20.77 - 33.43 39.31 24.08 27.65 26.95
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 8.0 - 13.7 17.9 0.0 0.0 19.4
Lev just after refin - - 67.16 67.16 67.16 - 28.95 33.37 67.16 67.16 67.16
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 8.0 - 13.7 17.9 0.0 0.0 19.4
Credit spr of junior debt - - 96.7 100.7 98.4 - - - 117.6 125.3 113.3
Asset beta, $A 1.909 1.909 1.909 1.909 1.909 2.162 2.161 2.175 2.138 2.143 2.143
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 1.909 4.767 4.364 4.356 4.360 2.162 4.443 4.571 3.598 3.691 3.717
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.511 0.443 0.444 0.438 - 0.508 0.555 0.313 0.350 0.307

Table 6. Results for changes in $.

in our model that leverage ratio is lower for growth firms (defined as firms with expansion options) than

for value firms (defined as firms with no growth options).

Much of the empirical evidence on investments and leverage ratio is motivated by the under-investment

problem of debt overhang first pointed out by Myers (1977), and by Jensen (1986). Jensen predicts lower

leverage ratios in growth firms mainly as a consequence of agency problems of free cash flows. Our model

does not include the ”free cash flow” problem, but still we obtain a consistent result: a growth firm has

lower leverage than a value firm. We find that even when the firm chooses a first-best investment policy

optimal leverage is lower for a growth firm than for a mature (value) firm. This e!ect can be seen in
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D Pure E E&D E&D E&D E&D E&D
No inv No inv No inv No inv No inv Inv Inv FB inv Inv FB inv (FB) Inv
No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov No refi No refi No refi APR FB APR Ideal cov

a = 0.9 (! = 2.11, " = !1.11, # = 0.2025):
Firm value, A 4.050 4.343 4.423 4.424 4.424 5.186 5.493 5.496 5.675 5.678 5.679
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.659 0.630 0.630 0.630 - 0.617 0.621 0.548 0.554 0.556
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.129 1.941 1.943 1.420 1.445 1.390 1.456 1.409 1.410
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 65.96 61.42 61.38 61.33 - 55.76 56.44 44.77 45.75 45.65
Credit spread, basis points - 84.1 72.0 71.2 72.5 - 73.2 73.9 45.5 46.1 53.3
Lev just before refinancing - - 15.78 18.95 18.66 - 27.34 30.12 20.77 22.95 22.41
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 11.1 12.8 0.0 0.0 16.8
Lev just after refin - - 65.96 65.96 65.96 - 23.58 25.67 65.96 65.96 66.96
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 11.1 12.8 0.0 0.0 16.8
Credit spr of junior debt - - 98.2 101.7 99.7 - - - 115.9 120.1 112.0
Asset beta, $A 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.255 2.252 2.258 2.236 2.239 2.239
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 2.000 4.844 4.448 4.441 4.444 2.255 4.450 4.500 3.767 3.818 3.837
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.532 0.463 0.464 0.459 - 0.509 0.527 0.346 0.367 0.337
a = 1.1 (! = 1.91, " = !0.91, # = 0.3025):
Firm value, A 6.050 6.487 6.607 6.608 6.609 8.193 8.683 8.742 8.918 8.930 8.931
Bankruptcy trigger, B - 0.659 0.630 0.630 0.630 - 0.618 0.652 0.484 0.516 0.520
Refinancing trigger, F - - 2.129 1.941 1.943 1.162 1.214 1.000 1.217 1.165 1.167
Initial leverage, d(1)/A - 65.96 61.42 61.38 61.33 - 55.34 62.60 35.06 39.96 39.60
Credit spread, basis points - 84.1 72.0 71.2 72.5 - 67.6 46.6 23.3 25.2 43.0
Lev just before refinancing - - 15.78 18.95 18.66 - 38.66 62.60 23.36 29.54 28.71
Credit spr just before refin - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 20.8 46.6 0.0 0.0 25.5
Lev just after refin - - 65.96 65.96 65.96 - 33.68 50.95 65.96 65.96 65.96
Credit spr of senior debt - - 0.0 0.0 7.9 - 20.8 46.6 0.0 0.0 25.5
Credit spr of junior debt - - 98.2 101.7 99.7 - - - 121.9 137.2 119.5
Asset beta, $A 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.304 2.313 2.378 2.272 2.276 2.276
Equity beta, $E(1, 1) 2.000 4.844 4.448 4.441 4.444 2.304 4.482 4.927 3.354 3.555 3.589
Debt beta, $D(1, 1) - 0.532 0.463 0.464 0.459 - 0.563 0.855 0.268 0.354 0.272

Table 7. Results for changes in a.

Tables 3–7 by comparing initial leverages of a mature firm and a growth firm subject to Myers’ debt

overhang problem (columns (2) and (8)) to the first-best leverage with APR scenario found in in columns

(3) and (9), and in the idealized covenants case by comparing leverage in columns (5) and (11). Our

model predicts a lower debt level for a growth firm than for a value firm because it is costly for the

growth firm to default before it has realized its investment opportunity. In other words, equity holders

choose a low debt level initially as this increases the probability of keeping the investment option alive.

This explanation is also given in Hackbarth and Mauer (2012).

In addition, Tables 3–7 report leverage levels just before refinancing (and investment if the firm has

a growth option). At this point the stochastic value X is equal to F , which is higher than the initial

level X0 = 1, and therefore the firms’ leverage is lower than optimal. This illustrates a point made by

Strebulaev (2007): firms re-adjust their capital structure infrequently and therefore observed leverage

levels may di!er from the optimal capital structure.

4.4. Debt Overhang and Investment Distortions. Even if we find that introduction of a growth

opportunity for a firm reduces optimal leverage also given first-best investment policy, the debt overhang

and under-investment problem identified by Myers (1977) makes the negative correlation between leverage

and investment opportunities more pronounced. Myers (1977) shows that existence of corporate debt

can reduce firm value by under-investing in good growth opportunities, when a growth option is financed

issuing new equity. The intuition is that debt overhang may create under-investment since equity holders

pay the whole cost of exercising the investment option, but share the benefits with the debt holders. In

our model we assume that a firm has a perpetual investment option (as long as it does not default).

This means that our model predicts under-investment when the investment trigger F is higher under the

second-best investment policy, in which equity holders’ value is maximized with respect to investment

timing, than under a first-best investment strategy, in which firm value is maximized. The purest form

of Myers’ debt overhang and under-investment e!ect is reported in Tables 3–7 where the di!erence in

investment triggers between the first-best and second-best investment policies for the scenario in which

the investment option is fully equity financed, can bee seen by comparing columns (7) and (8). We
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find an under-investment e!ect for all parameter values in Tables 3–7, but the di!erence is larger for

parameter values resulting in more valuable investment options and higher dis-economies of scale in

production resulting in more convex profit functions of X . For example, the investment distortion is

more pronounced for ! = 1.25 reported in Table 5, than in the base case in Table 3 where ! = 1.

We also find that initial leverage is lower under the second-best investment policy than under the first-

best policy. Again, this can be observed from Tables 3–7 by comparing leverage in columns (7) and (8).

Under equity maximization in column (7) a lower leverage is chosen than under firm value maximization

in column (8). The intuition is that for equity maximization the owners choose a lower leverage initially

in order to mitigate the debt overhang problem. This point is also be made by Sundaresan and Wang

(2007), Hackbarth and Mauer (2012), and Gomes and Schmid (2010), among others.

4.5. Impact of Di!erent Covenants. We have reported numerical results of the three di!erent debt

covenants discussed within our framework. The strictest covenant is the one we refer to as the ”Myers

case”, in which there is no refinancing option (except when the firm defaults). The second covenant is a

frequently used APR covenant, where existing debt is senior to debt issued at the time the investment is

made, and the third covenant is our ”idealized” covenant. Recall that the idea of the idealized covenant

is that it minimizes any value transfer from owners to creditors, or from creditors to owners, at the

investment time.

It is interesting to observe that in many of our numerical scenarios the APR covenant induces even

larger debt overhang than the classical Myers case does. The reason for this is that when we exercise

the investment option and partly finance the investment by issuing new debt, the old debt typically

becomes risk free due to APR. Hence, the wealth transfer to the existing creditors may easily be larger

than in the Myers case where total investment has to be equity financed entirely.11 This insights clearly

documents that APR used as the only bond covenant can create serious investment distortions. However,

it is consistent with findings of Hackbarth and Mauer (2012) that financially unconstrained firms with

few growth opportunities should have debt structures composed primarily of senior debt, whereas the

debt structure is less suitable for firms with valuable growth options.

Another interesting observation is that both firm values and investment triggers in the first-best APR

case and our idealized covenant case are almost identical. In all scenarios the idealized covenant case

results in the highest firm value, but the firm values in the first-best APR case are marginally lower.

Even if the firm uses first-best investment trigger, the APR covenant is too restrictive.

We cannot, in general, say whether the investment trigger in case of idealized covenants will be higher

or lower than the trigger of an un-levered firm. The di!erence in trigger values is determined by two

e!ects, not present in the case of an un-levered firm. One e!ect arises form the firm’s opportunity to

re-optimize its capital structure when exercising the investment option. Seen in isolation the trigger for

capital structure re-optimization may be higher or lower than the trigger for investment in the un-levered

firm case, and may therefore drive the single trigger for both investment and refinancing up or down.

The second e!ect arises from the decrease in bankruptcy costs after investment, as explained above for

the first-best Myers case. This second e!ect always reduces the investment trigger. In principle there

is also a third e!ect influencing the investment trigger when the firm has existing debt, as the old debt

value depends on the investment decision.12 By construction, this last e!ect is not present with idealized

11However, in the APR case refinancing is a second motive for investment, i.e., when the value of the investment option
is low compared to the refinancing option, the motive to refinance may be so strong that it drives the investment trigger
below the trigger in the Myers case.
12Both in the Myers case and in the case of APR covenants, the existing debt depends positively on the investment and
hence increases the investment trigger.
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covenants, as discussed in Section 3.2.3. This is also the reason why idealized covenants do not lead to

investment distortions.

4.6. Leverage and Income Growth. In our model we distinguish between growth arising from house-

hold demand, measured through the expected growth rate of the profit function, µ&), and the value

of the growth options, measured as the value of an investment option. Since empirical research on the

correlation between leverage ratio and growth (options) often uses market-to-book ratio as a proxy for

growth (options), it can be di"cult to distinguish between growth due to changes in demand or income,

and growth due to realized investment projects. There is of course a positive correlation between the

expected growth rate facing a firm and the value of its growth options, as can be seen in Tables 3–7:

The higher the elasticity ' is, the higher is the value of the investment option, measured as the di!erence

between the value of a mature firm (columns (1)-(5)) and the value of a growth firm (columns (6)-(11)).

In Tables 3–7 we also observe that the model predicts a negative relationship between between demand

growth, µ&), and leverage. Miao (2005) predicts the same result in a dynamic tradeo! model in which

he assumes a continuum firms facing perfect competition. However, in a standard single-firm cash flow

based tradeo! model, this result cannot be present. The reason for this impossibility is rooted in the

fact that when a change in the growth (or drift) rate of the firm’s underlying EBIT process is introduced

usually the volatility of the process stays unchanged. Thus, such a model must predict a higher leverage

ratio when the growth rate of the underlying cash flow process increases as the debt capacity increases.

In our model, the growth rate, µ&), is accompanied by an increased volatility in cash flows, given by

#&. In other words, higher growth also implies higher volatility. This higher risk results in a negative

correlation between growth and leverage ratio and is consistent with empirical findings presented in

Frank and Goyal (2008).

4.7. Leverage, Industries and Elasticities. Another significant factor observed by Frank and Goyal

(2007) is “median industry leverage”. Bradley, Jarrell, and Kim (1984) find that around half of the cross-

sectional variance in firm leverage ratios can be explained by the classification of the industry. Moreover,

Hovakimian, Hovakimian, and Tehrenian (2004) find that firms actively adjust their debt ratios towards

the industry average.

In our model we use demand elasticity and the elasticity of an income shock as proxies to measure

industry characteristics, and in this way we provide a link between di!erent industries and leverage.

Table 4 shows that the higher the price elasticity of demand is (through a lower "), or, in Table 5, the

higher impact an income shock is (through a higher !), the lower is leverage of the representative firm

of such an industry. The intuition is as follows: Lower values of " and higher values of ! lead to an

increased elasticity, ', of the stochastic variable, X , in the reduced form profit function, %. The growth

rate, µ&, and the volatility, #&, increases in ', thus leading to a higher asset beta. The higher risk and

growth reduces leverage, as the equity holders choose to have a lower probability of going bankrupt when

the expected growth of profits are high. This result is consistent with the empirical evidence that firms

in industries with high growth have low leverage (see Barclay, Morellec, and Smith (2006) and references

cited therein).

4.8. Product market competition, investment, and financing. A comprehensive empirical study

of the impact of product market competition on corporate policies is carried out by Frésard and Valta

(2012). They use reductions in import tari! rates as a source of increased product market competition

and find that firms in response simultaneously reduce investments, increase cash reserves and equity, and

decrease debt. In our model an intensified competition can be interpreted as an increase in the number of
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firms in a market, N . The e!ect is consistent with a reduction in the parameter value a, as shown in Table

7. In line with the work of Frésard and Valta (2012) we find a reduction in investments when N increases,

i.e., the investment trigger for a firm with growth options increases. We also find that debt is reduced

for mature firms when a product market becomes more competitive (whereas leverage is constant). For

firms with growth options the change in debt is ambiguous with respect to higher N : Higher competition

results in lower asset values and therefore reduced debt value. However, higher competition also implies

that the value of the growth option is lower, which in our model leads to increased leverage.

An alternative measure of competition is to the price elasticity of demand, 1
! . As the value of " goes

toward zero, we go from imperfect competition to perfect competition. As discussed in Section 4.7, a

lower value of " implies higher volatility in future cash flows, which again leads to lower leverage. Thus,

in our model a more competitive situation, measured as lower values of ", leads to a lower leverage for a

mature firm. For a firm with a growth option, investments will be postponed, which is consistent with

Frésard and Valta (2012). However, the e!ect on leverage from a reduction in " is ambiguous for growth

option firms in our model: Higher volatility means that firms choose lower leverage, but lower value of

investment options gives incentives for higher leverage. Which one of the e!ects is dominant depends on

parameter values.

4.9. Asset betas and growth. Tables 3–6 illustrate that the asset beta is higher for firms with growth

options than mature firms. This result is consistent with Bernardo et al. (2006). Moreover, they find

empirically that the di!erence between asset-in-place betas and growth betas is higher in fast-growing

industries than others. We obtain the same result for reductions in ", implying a higher growth rate,

µ&, as illustrated in Table 4. However, if an increase in the growth rate follows from an increase in the

income elasticity, !, this result is not so obvious. If we compare values for asset betas in Table 5, we see

that a firm’s asset beta increases with respect to the growth rate, but the di!erence between betas of an

”asset-in-place” firm and a firm with a growth option does not necessarily increase with an increase in

the income elasticity. Note also that the asset beta of the growth option is relatively stable for varying

elasticities, although it increases a little with an increase of the growth rate in our numerical examples.

The reason for this stems from two opposing factors: Higher elasticity implies more volatile future cash

flows and therefore higher beta values. On the other hand, higher growth increases the option value of

an investment, which means that the investment is closer to being ”in-the-money”, thus lowering the

beta value.

4.10. Equity betas and growth. In our numerical examples values for equity betas are decreasing in

the growth rate µ&, despite the fact that the asset beta increases in value. The reason is that a growth

firm optimally chooses a lower debt level if it has a high growth rate and/or it has a valuable growth

option. We find that the optimal debt level of a growth firm is so low that the equity beta is lower for

the growth firm than for an otherwise identical value firm, as can be seem in Tables 3–6 by comparing

equity betas of mature firms and growth firms. This means that the e!ect of low leverage ratios on the

equity beta outweighs the investment option’s positive e!ect on the beta value. For empirical analysis

this would lead to a hypothesis in which we expect a positive relationship between equity betas and

book-to-market ratios. Bernardo et al. (2006) examine the relationships between both equity betas and

book-to-market ratios, and between asset betas and and book-to-market ratios. They find a stronger

negative relationship between asset betas and book-to-market ratios, than between equity betas and the

book-to-market ratio, as goes in the direction of our model’s predictions. Another potential support for

these predictions is that Fama and French (1992) find only a weak cross-sectional correlation between

equity betas and market-to-book ratios.
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Initial betas Just before investment Just after investment

Asset beta -A(1, 1) = 2.26 -A(F, 1) = 2.32 -A(F, F ) = 2.00
Equity beta -E(1, 1) = 3.71 -E(F, 1) = 3.07 -E(F, F ) = 4.84

Table 8. Beta values of a firm with an growth option, evaluated at the initial time
(X0 = 1), and at the investment trigger, F , just before and after investment and refi-
nancing. In this example we assume base case parameter values and idealized covenants.

4.11. Equity betas and leverage. Bradley et al. (1984) find that within industries, leverage and equity

betas are positively related. In our model we reconcile this result: Within the same industry (i.e., given

the same elasticities), we find that higher leverage results in higher equity betas. Moreover, Bradley et al.

(1984) empirically observe a negative relation between equity betas and leverage in the total sample of

industries. In our model we find a negative relationship between equity betas and leverage when we make

comparisons over di!erent industries. For example, observe in Table 5 that when the income elasticity,

!, increases from 0.9 to 1.25, the debt ratios of both the mature firm and the growth firm decreases,

whereas their equity betas increases. The reason is two opposing e!ects: Higher elasticities and growth

increases cash flow volatility, which again tend to increase the equity betas. On the other hand, a higher

elasticity and volatility reduces leverage, which contributes to a reduction in equity betas. Thus, from

this perspective it is no surprise that Bradley et al. (1984) find a negative relationship between leverage

and equity betas for the total sample of firms across industries.

4.12. Uncertainty of investment options and impact on cost of capital. Table 8 presents beta

values of a firm with an investment option, using the base case parameter values. As is to be expected,

the asset beta value increases slightly from the initial level of -A = 2.26 to the point at which the firm

is about to invest, with -A = 2.32), as X increases from X0 = 1 to F . Thereafter, the asset beta is

reduced just after the investment is made, to -A = 2.00. The value of the asset beta immediately after

the investment is made corresponds to the beta value of a mature firm. The value of the equity beta

decreases initially from -E = 3.71 to the point in time at which the firm is about to invest -E = 3.07.

The reason is that the firm has a lower leverage when, X is equal to F , than at the initial level, X0 = 1.

After the investment is made the equity jumps up to 4.84, reflecting that the firm’s leverage is increased

after the investment is made.

It is common practice to use a single estimate based on an empirical application of the CAPM to

calculate a firm’s cost of capital. However, Table 8 illustrates that one should be very careful when

using a firm’s capital cost for valuing investment projects. In particular, the capital cost of equity varies

significantly depending on whether a firm has an investment option or not and whether or not it is

optimally levered.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we try to achieve four objectives. First, we simultaneously analyze short-run production

and long-run investment and financing decisions of a firm. We start out by specifying alternative industry

structures that characterize the product market of a representative firm and derive optimal output

strategies. Optimal output is driven by demand, technological and competitive constraints in the product

market and results in a reduced form profit function that is structurally equivalent for di!erent industries.

Hence, analyzing investment and financing decisions with the help of a structural model based on this

reduced form profit function allows us to relate firm and industry characteristics to investment and capital

structure choice. Second, we analyze financing decisions of a single investment in technological progress
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that allows the firm to benefit from reduced production costs. Here our emphasis is on the implications

of alternative covenant structures on investment timing and possible debt overhang. We demonstrate

that an absolute priority rule strongly distorts investment and results in less e"cient outcomes than

the classical covenant structure used by Myers (1977). Third, based on the unattractive properties of

alternative covenant structures we introduce an idealized debt covenant that results in first best outcomes

with no investment distortions. This covenant is novel in the literature and we explore its properties

using numerical simulations. Fourth and finally, we make use of our results on optimal investment

and financing and derive the weighted average cost of capital for alternative financing and investment

policies. The theoretical results of the paper are complemented by an extensive numerical simulation

that helps us to gain detailed insights into the structure of the model. We find that our structural

model based on a micro foundation is capable of explaining a large variety of empirical facts found in

the literature. In particular, we are able to derive theoretical predictions about the impact of industry

and firm characteristics on leverage and financing choices that are supported by data.
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